aos sleeping system

Our aos sleeping system gives you everything you need for a comfortable sleep: the right pressure distribution to support your spine perfectly, optimal ventilation, and natural materials such as wood, natural latex, and sheep's wool. Combine this with our metal-free beds to create the basis for your restful sleep.

aos rigid fitted frame

*types of wood:* spruce or Swiss pine

aos fitted frame, adjustable

*type of wood:* beech

frame manually adjustable

aos fitted frame, comfort frame

*type of wood:* beech

seat and footrest can be infinitely adjusted electrically by remote control

aos spring element

formed by slats of elastic ash wood

sprung 7-fold on natural latex strips in 2 planes

aos mattress made out of 100% natural latex

*height:* 10 or 15 cm

*hardness:* soft or firm

*cover:* 100% cotton

aos sleep cover for mattress

*height:* for mattress 10 or 15 cm

*widths of partner cover:* 160, 180, 200 cm

*quilted fabric:* 600 g/m² sheep's wool or TENCEL®/maize

aos mattress cover

*additional width:* 160, 180, 200 cm

*filling:* 100% pure new wool or 100% TENCEL®

aos topper

*height:* 6 cm

*widths of partner cover:* 160, 180, 200 cm

*quilted fabric:* 600 g/m² sheep's wool or TENCEL®/maize

*core:* 100% Vita Talalay natural latex
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